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Capital is cheap almost everywhere except for the heartland of the American economy: independent U.S.
companies with less than $100 million in revenue (“lower middle market” companies).
If you’re a growing mid-sized manufacturer or service provider in the U.S., banks don’t want you anymore.
Banks today want to lend to big companies with publicly rated debt or to companies owned by private
equity firms. If you’re independent or family owned, banks won’t lend you enough cash to take advantage
of the emerging growth opportunities in the economy.
This is at least part of the reason why the U.S. economy has recovered so slowly since the 2007 recession.
Large public companies like General Motors and Apple are sitting on piles of cash and still raising more
with cheap debt. ”Upper middle market” firms ($100MM to $1B in revenues) including private equitybacked companies have raised billions of dollars in far riskier high-yield public debt at only marginally
higher rates and with minimal “covenant light” restrictions. But paradoxically, many of the suppliers to these
companies can’t get financing.
Unlike large cap and upper middle market companies, lower middle market companies are too small
for the public debt markets and can’t get the bank financing they need for working capital or for capital
expenditures to keep up with growth. This dislocation in the availability of capital creates an exciting longterm structural opportunity to invest in the most fundamentally strong, stable and surprisingly, one of the
most under-served markets in the world: the U.S. lower middle market.

U.S. BANKS AVOID FINANCING INDEPENDENT, MIDDLE MARKET FIRMS

If you’re a growing
mid-sized manufacturer
or service provider in
the U.S., banks don’t
want you anymore.

*”Non-sponsored companies” refers to firms that are independent, owner-operated or family-owned businesses that have not been financed by a private-equity firm.
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THE END OF THE BANK AS WE KNOW IT
Banks today are hamstrung by regulations enacted after the 2007 recession in the name of reducing
overall risk in the banking industry. Just how significant were the regulatory changes? They have changed
the banking industry structurally in three ways and the results are unprecedented and far-reaching.
First, there has been a fundamental alteration of the U.S. bank’s balance sheet economics. Second,
regulation has dealt a death blow to community banks and local branch networks. Third, new regulation
has largely eliminated trading operations within banks, which were big profit centers, but proved to be too
risky and destabilizing to bank balance sheets.
The problem starts with the Basel III rules, which were adopted by the Federal Reserve in 2011. Basel III
significantly strengthened bank capital requirements for “too big to fail” banks by increasing cash reserves
and decreasing leverage. The unintended consequence of these rules is significantly reduced lending to
lower middle market and small businesses.
Banks are now required to hold at least 8% of equity against risk-weighted assets. Prior to Basel III, it was
only 2%. So how much money has come out of the banking system to fund reserves instead of loans? Bank
reserves zoomed to $2.7 trillion in 2011 from just $46 billion in 2008.

U.S. BANK RESERVES HAVE BALLOONED TO ALMOST $3T
Massive and Unprecedented Contraction in Capacity for Lending

Total Reserves of Depository Institutions, As Reported by
the Federal Reserve ($B)
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HOW TO BUY AMERICAN STRENGTH AND
AVOID THE GLOBAL MAELSTROM
THE U.S. MIDDLE MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Despite recent volatility in the stock market, the U.S. economy is performing well in absolute terms
and even better on a relative basis, given weakness in China and sluggishness in Europe. Real GDP
growth, according to JP Morgan was robust at 3.8% in Q2. Unemployment dropped to 5.1% and job
openings have grown by 21.7% this year versus a 14.3% decrease in the number of unemployed.
The energy sector continues to be the most challenging, given the historically low price of oil and
growing expectations of bond defaults (energy makes up 14% of the high yield bond market).
THE LOWER MIDDLE MARKET IS A LARGE AND IMPORTANT SECTOR
OF THE U.S. ECONOMY
350K firms, 25% of jobs, $6T in revenues

6MM FIRMS

of middle market U.S.
companies are optimistic
about the economy’s
impact on their business
prospects
- American Express
Sept. 2015 survey
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On a fundamental basis, the U.S. corporate sector (excluding energy) looks like a strong bet for the
foreseeable future. Through Lateral’s focus on U.S. middle market companies (we have reviewed
more than 1,000 opportunities so far this year), we have interacted with numerous healthy and
growing companies across industries (excluding energy) which are investing capex in growth and
hiring to support new contracts. Most middle market companies are primarily exposed to the U.S.
domestic market and have little exposure to Europe and China. Companies with $5MM-100MM
in revenues (which is how we define the “lower middle market”) have been the “engine” of the
U.S. economy. This sector accounts for more than 350,000 firms and 25% of the jobs in the U.S.
economy, nearly 30 million jobs.
Recent results from the middle market sector have been strong and point to continued economic
momentum. 75% of middle market companies increased revenue growth in Q2 according to a recent
survey – reporting an average of 6.6% year-over-year growth. In an American Express survey
released in September, 78% of middle market U.S. companies are optimistic about the economy’s
impact on their business prospects. Nearly 90% plan to hire staff over the next few months.
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For unrated debt, including loans to small and medium-sized businesses, banks must hold up to five times
more in Tier 1 Capital than for rated public debt to larger companies. And for the biggest banks, which
account for 95% of the industry, Basel III requires those institutions to maintain double the ratio of Tier 1
Capital to Total Exposure.
As a result, banks avoid unrated and bespoke middle market loans. Instead, they now focus heavily on
the syndicated loan and public bond market, where the loans range from $100 million to $1 billion. Bank
lending peaked in 2000 at $500 billion in quarterly volume and remains below that level today.
In contrast, corporate bond issuance has grown from $2 trillion quarterly in 2000 to $4.5 trillion quarterly
this year. Banks prefer to lever their balance sheets five times more for readily available low-yield syndicated
loans than reach for better risk-reward opportunities in the middle market.

COMMUNITY BANKS: AT RISK
The local community bank is at risk of becoming an endangered creature as the number of banks in the
US fell from 15,000 to 5,000 over the past 30 years. The shrinking number of institutions has been driven
by consolidating branch networks, community bank failures and consumer mortgage origination. Adding
to the problem is the Dodd-Frank legislation, which has put additional costs and compliance pressures on
community banks forcing them to engage in further consolidation.
Finally, the Volcker rule, which was part of Dodd-Frank, prohibited banks from engaging in proprietary
trading activity. This led to the dismantling of large proprietary trading desks at major banks, which engaged
in both private equity and private debt activity.

TALE OF TWO CORPORATE DEBT MARKETS:

Net Quarterly Issuance of Corporate Bonds
and Bank Loans ($B)

The corporate bond market has skyrocketed, while bank lending to businesses has
languished
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CONCLUSION
Banks are certainly less risky than they were in 2007 – with much higher reserve ratios and less speculative
trading activity. That’s good news – however, the banks’ primary lending function to growing businesses
has been dramatically reduced and middle market U.S. companies with less than $100 million in revenues
are the collateral damage. This important segment of the U.S. economy has been structurally left behind by
the U.S. banking system for the following reasons covered in this white paper:
• The dislocation in the banking industry is structural because of consolidation of bank networks
and community banks and deeply-rooted regulation which has changed the banking industry in
unprecedented ways that disadvantage middle market companies.
• Even though capital is plentiful and inexpensive and covenants are light or non-existent for large
companies, middle market firms have limited options for growth capital beyond small bank credit
lines and selling a control stake to a private equity firm.
• The best middle market entrepreneurs want to control their own destinies and prefer to grow
organically. They are often dilution-sensitive and have goals and ambitions that are incompatible
with a private equity investor. Some may have assets that are difficult for a bank to value: a
significant base of fixed assets or a large recurring base of contracted revenue. They may have
specific capital needs that don’t match well with homogeneous loan documents. Some of the best
U.S. middle market companies just don’t fit the template for lending by U.S. banks.
That’s why we believe that non-bank lending to the most successful lower middle market U.S. companies is
perhaps the most compelling risk-reward investment opportunity available today.
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NOTE: Commercial Bank is defined as a banking institution in the U.S. operating under licenses issued by the Secretary of the Treasury or by state banking
authorities and includes: national banks, state-chartered commercial banks, land and trust companies, private banks under state supervision, and industrial banks.
The number of commercial banks is represented by the number distinct banking charters.
For details on the FDIC’s definition: https://www2.fdic.gov/hsob/hsobnotes.asp.
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ABOUT
LATERAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Lateral Investment Management provides senior secured short-term financing to non-sponsored, lower
middle-market businesses, with $10MM-100MM in trailing 12-month revenues. The Fund targets gross
returns that are significantly higher than fixed income and private equity benchmarks, with low principal
risk, low volatility, and low correlation to the public markets.
We believe this opportunity to generate superior returns results from long-term market disruptions in the
U.S. banking system which have reduced access to growth capital for lower middle market companies. The
demand for capital far outweighs the supply to this segment.
Lateral provides short-term credit financing to owner-operated or family-owned middle market companies
as an alternative to the formulaic limits of bank debt or the dilution of private equity. The Fund is structured
for downside protection, targeting a minimal loss rate while focusing on business building and exit
management through value based underwriting and opportunistic exit strategies. The Fund targets attractive
net unlevered returns and quarterly cash distributions. The Fund minimizes principal risk by investing in
highly collateralized loan positions that are typically short in duration (36 months or less) and senior in the
corporate structure to protect both principal and base returns.
• Collateral-based principal protection: The Fund is structured for downside protection, focusing on
opportunities with 100-200% in collateral value at underwriting. Emphasis on asset-based industries
and collateral in hard assets or contracted revenues.
• Senior secured debt: The loans are at the top of the capital structure and generate cash coupons of
12-16%.
• Event-driven “inflection point”: Well-defined opportunity to accelerate growth by 50-100%. Lateral
provides business building support and taps upside potential through 5-20% equity ownership stake
in warrants.
GROWTH INFLECTION POINT
• $5-25MM funding with discrete milestones.

REVENUE ($)

• Lateral helps with strategic growth initiatives, capital
expenditures optimization, customer introductions, team
building.
• Interest-only or low amortization payments and balloon
repayment at maturity.
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NOTICE TO RECIPIENTS
The information contained in this material is proprietary and confidential and is provided to prospective investors solely for the purpose of evaluating
an investment in any of Lateral ‘s investment entities (the “Fund”). This information is not to be shared, distributed or otherwise used, for any other
purpose or by any other individual, organization, company or business entity, without the prior written consent of Lateral Investment Management, LLC
(“Lateral”).
This material is not an offer to sell securities of any investment fund or a solicitation of offers to buy any such securities. Securities of the Fund are offered
to selected investors only by means of a complete offering memorandum, which contains significant additional information about the terms and risks of
an investment in the Fund and shall supersede the information contained herein in its entirety. Securities of the Fund are not registered with any regulatory
authority, are offered pursuant to exemptions from such registration and are subject to significant restrictions. The information in this material was
prepared by Lateral. The information is believed by Lateral to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable. Lateral
makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of such information, nor does Lateral
or any of its affiliates accept any liability arising from its use. Opinions, estimates and projections in this material constitute the current judgment of Lateral
and are subject to change without notice. Lateral has no obligation to update, modify or amend this material or to otherwise notify a recipient of this
material in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes
inaccurate. No person has been authorized to give any information or make any representations not contained herein.
Investment in the Fund involves significant risks of loss of capital. There is no assurance that the Fund will achieve its investment objective and an investor
could lose all or a substantial portion of his/her/its investment in the Fund. An investor should carefully review the Fund’s offering memorandum and
consult with the appropriate financial, tax or legal adviser before investing in the Fund. The risks disclosed here do not include all of the risks and other
significant considerations of an investment in the Fund.
The information provided herein shall not form the primary basis of any investment decision. Each investor should independently confirm such information
and obtain any other information deemed relevant to an investment decision. A decision to invest in the Fund should be made after reviewing the Fund’s
offering memorandum, conducting such investigations as the investor deems necessary and consulting the investor’s own advisers. Investors should not
treat this material as advice in relation to legal, taxation or investment matters. Additional information may be available from Lateral upon request. This
material is provided for informational purposes only.
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